presents forthcoming titles for:

October 2019 Key Adult Titles
Quantum by Patricia Cornwell
International bestselling author Patricia Cornwell delivers pulse-pounding thrills in a series featuring a
brilliant and unusual new heroine, cutting-edge cybertechnology, and stakes that are astronomically high.
On the eve of a top secret space mission, Captain Calli Chase detects a tripped alarm in the tunnels deep below a
NASA research center. A NASA pilot, quantum physicist, and cybercrime investigator, Calli knows that a looming
blizzard and government shutdown could provide the perfect cover for sabotage, with deadly consequences.
As it turns out, the danger is worse than she thought. A spatter of dried blood, a missing security badge, a suspicious
suicide—a series of disturbing clues point to Calli’s twin sister, Carme, who’s been MIA for days.
Desperate to halt the countdown to disaster and to clear her sister’s name, Captain Chase digs deep into her vast
cyber security knowledge and her painful past, probing for answers to her twin’s erratic conduct. As time is running
out, she realizes that failure means catastrophe—not just for the space program but for the safety of the whole nation.

9781542094061
Thomas & Mercer
On Sale Date: October 1, 2019
Hardcover | 352 pages
$28.99 USD
Fiction / Thrillers

The Man Who Played with Fire: Stieg Larsson's
Lost Files and the Hunt for an Assassin

The Vine Witch
Luanne G. Smith

Jan Stocklassa, Tara F. Chace

A young witch emerges from a curse to find her world
upended in this gripping fantasy of betrayal,
vengeance, and self-discovery set in turn-of-thecentury France.

The author of the Millennium novels laid out the
clues. Now a journalist is following them.

9781542092944
Crossing
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
510 pages • Paperback

When Stieg Larsson died, the author of The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo had been working on a true mystery that
out-twisted his Millennium novels: the assassination on
February 28, 1986, of Olof Palme, the Swedish prime
minister. It was the first time in history that a head of state
had been murdered without a clue who’d done it—and on
a Stockholm street at point-blank range.

9781542008389
47 North
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
268 pages • Paperback

For centuries, the vineyards at Château Renard have depended
on the talent of their vine witches, whose spells help create the
world-renowned wine of the Chanceaux Valley. Then the skill of
divining harvests fell into ruin when sorcière Elena Boureanu
was blindsided by a curse.

Dad Jokes Holiday Edition: Yule Love Them!

Malaya: Essays on Freedom

Jimmy Niro

9781728200200
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$7.99 USD
96 pages • Paperback
Humor

Cinelle Barnes

It’s a winter punderland of dad jokes!
Dad Jokes Holiday Edition is a special
festive collection for the embarrassing dads
and pun-lovers out there. Filled with more
than three hundred all-new jokes for
Christmas, Hanukkah, winter, and New
Year's, this laugh-out-loud book is a perfect
gift for anyone on your list!

From Cinelle Barnes, author of the memoir
Monsoon Mansion, comes a moving and reflective
essay collection about finding freedom in America.

9781542093323
Little A
Pub Date: 10/29/2019
$14.95 USD
204 pages • Paperback
Literary Collections

The Greater Freedom: Life as a Middle Eastern

Because she couldn’t get a driver’s license or file taxes,
Cinelle worked as a cleaning lady and a nanny and took
other odd jobs—and learned to look over her shoulder,
hoping she wouldn’t get caught.

The Dressmaker's Gift

Woman Outside the Stereotypes

Fiona Valpy

Alya Mooro

From the bestselling author of The Beekeeper’s
Promise comes a gripping story of three young
women faced with impossible choices. How will
history – and their families – judge them?

In this rallying cry to outsiders everywhere, Alya
Mooro makes her peace with not fitting in.

9781542041218 Little A
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
256 pages • Paperback
Biography

Out of a harrowing childhood in the Philippines, Cinelle
Barnes emerged triumphant. But as an undocumented
teenager living in New York, her journey of self-discovery
was just beginning.

Egyptian-born and London-raised, Alya Mooro grew up
between two cultures and felt a pull from both. Where
could she turn for advice and inspiration when it seemed
there was nobody else like her? Today, Mooro is
determined to explore and explode the myth that she
must identify either as ‘Western’ or as one of almost 400
million other ‘Arabs’ across the Middle East.
Through countless interviews and meticulous research, as
well as her own unique experience, Mooro gives voice to
Middle Eastern women.

9781542005135
Lake Union
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
287 pages • Trade
Paperback

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Paris, 1940. With the city occupied by the Nazis, three
young seamstresses go about their normal lives as best
they can. But all three are hiding secrets. War-scarred
Mireille is fighting with the Resistance; Claire has been
seduced by a German officer; and Vivienne’s involvement
is something she can’t reveal to either of them.

Adult Business
How Rich People Think by Steve Siebold
Challenge your beliefs about money

Elevate: Push Beyond Your Limits and Unlock

Success in Yourself and Others by Robert Glazer
Crush your accomplishments with this
groundbreaking guide to success from Robert
Glazer, creator of the Outperform podcast

9781492691488
Simple Truths
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$16.99 USD
168 pages • Hardcover
Business 7 in H | 5 in

What are your limits? Care to break them? In
Elevate, award-winning entrepreneur Robert
Glazer shares his strategies to build capacity
and motivate yourself—and others—to exceed
expectations. Four life-changing principles, or
"capacities," will allow you to overcome selflimiting beliefs, establish positive habits, and
find your "why."
.

In How Rich People Think, author Steve
Siebold compares the financial habits and
philosophies of the middle class and the world
class and outlines the beliefs and strategies that
will give you the best shot at becoming a
millionaire.
The secret is not in the mechanics of money
9781492697343
but in the level of thinking that generates it.
Simple Truths
Based on decades of interviews with some of the
Pub Date: 10/1/2019 richest people in the world, this candid book will
challenge every belief you've ever had about
$16.99 USD
168 pages • Hardcover money, and if you're not careful, it may just
make you rich.
Business
7 in H | 5 in W

The Swiss Army Knife for Leaders: A Guide to

Can't Dutch This by Sangbreeta Moitra

Gabriel Anthonio

Fascinating transformation, innovation and
branding lessons from the land of the Dutch.

Leadership with Lasting Impact

Using the tools of the Swiss army knife the book offers
suggestions to further develop your leadership skills. Each
chapter of this book focuses on one of those applications, as a
metaphor for the right tool for an appropriate intervention.
97894627623272
Management Impact
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$16.99 USD
120 pages •Paperback
Business

You can gift this book to anyone you wish to encourage in
developing leadership with lasting positive impact. This book
speaks to the mind, but most of all to the heart. This book will
be a constant companion, like a pocket knife. The author
wants to demythologize leadership, take off its halo and open
it up to everyone.

9789462762886
Management Impact
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.99 USD
200 pages • Paperback

Food

GPS Octobr 2019

Nathalie Dupree's Favorite Stories and
Recipes

Lost Feast: Culinary Extinction and the Future of

Nathalie Dupree, Cynthia Stevens Graubart, Helene
Dujardin

A rollicking exploration of the history and future of our
favorite foods

Food byLenore Newman

Personal stories and recipes reveal the culinary journey of
Nathalie Dupree, deemed “the Queen of Southern
Cuisine” (Southern Living, 12/20/2018).
9781423652502
Gibbs Smith
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$30.00 USD
208 pages • Hardcover
Cooking
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How did the tulip fields of the Keukenhof, a
man-made flower garden, become a top global
tourist destination, pulling over 1.5 million
tourists annually? How did a country 237 times
smaller than USA, become the world’s second
largest food exporter? From the tulip fields of
the Keukenhof and the traditional cheese market
of Alkmaar to the tech-mastery of Deltaworks,
The Netherlands has a wealth of fascinating
lessons that the world is yet to discover.

Nathalie Dupree is a storyteller, and in celebration of her
80th birthday in December 2019, she shares her favorite
culinary stories, which trace her journey from a budding
cook for her college friends, though her years as a
restaurant cook and cooking instructor. Her activist spirit,
humor, feisty personality, and authoritative knowledge of
cooking make this a must-have cookbook for everyone.

9781770414358
ECW Press
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$24.95 USD
304 pages • Hardcover
Nature

Humans have often eaten foods we love into extinction,
whether it is the megafauna of the Paleolithic world or the
passenger pigeon of the last century. In Lost Feast, food
expert Lenore Newman sets out to look at the history of the
foods we have loved to death and what that means for the
culinary paths we choose for the future. Whether it’s chasing
down the luscious butter of local Icelandic cattle or looking
at the impacts of modern industrialized agriculture
on the range of food varieties we can put in our
shopping carts, Newman’s bright, intelligent gaze
finds insight and humor at every turn.

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

October 2019 Children's Titles
Goodnight Lab: A Scientific Parody

9781728213323
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$9.99 USD
26 pages • Board Book
Juvenile Fiction

Chris Ferrie

Welcome Little One: My First Cloth Book

It's been a long day at the lab for this scientist. Now it's
time to say goodnight!
Goodnight laser.
Goodnight notebook.
Goodnight picture of Einstein with a stern look.

Sandra Magsamen

While poking fun at the clutter and chaos of lab life,
scientists of all ages will appreciate ending their day with
this sweet, scientific parody in the style of Goodnight
Moon. An absolute delight for parents and little lab boys
and girls!

9781728214276
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$16.99 USD
8 pages • Rag Book
Juvenile Fiction

From bestselling author Sandra Magsamen, welcome
your little one to the world with this squishable,
huggable cloth book. Delight your baby with fun
crinkle pages, perfect for the littlest hands. This soft
and sweet book is sure to surround your little one
with love and cuddles.

The Complete Baking Book for Young Chefs

Big Words for Fearless Girls: 1,000 Big Words
for Girls with Big Dreams

America's Test Kitchen Kids

Stephanie Miles, David Miles

The baking book that every kid needs, from America's
Test Kitchen, who brought you the #1 New York
Times bestselling brand! For the first time ever,
America's Test Kitchen is bringing their baking
expertise and testing to the children's market-with THE
must-have baking cookbook for every kid chef!

Big Words for Fearless Girls is a first-of-its-kind primer
bursting with 1,000 words girls will need to pursue their
big dreams.

9781492677697
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$19.99 USD
224 pages • Hardcover

9781733633543
Bushel & Peck
Date: 10/1/2019
$15.99 USD
32 pages • Board Book

50 Real Heroes for Boys

A Child's Gift of Lullabies: A Book of GrammyNominated Songs for Magical Bedtimes

Christy Monson

J. Aaron Brown, Sara Ugolotti

On Sale Date: October 1, 2019

9781733633505
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$19.99 USD
112pages • Hardcover

50 Real Heroes for Boys is packed with
illustrated stories of men and women who
combined character and their own unique
gifts to make the world a better place.
Young boys everywhere will learn that being
a man only requires being yourself,

9781733633536
Bushel & Peck
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$19.99 USD
10 pages • Hardcover

The beloved songs from J. Aaron Brown's A Child's Gift
of Lullabyes—the bestselling, Grammy-nominated
lullaby album with 4.5-million recordings sold—become
a bedtime book for the very first time!

Holiday
The Gifts of the Animals: A Christmas Tale

Dear Santa: For Everyone Who Believes in the
Magic of Christmas

Carole Gerber, Yumi Shimokawara

Susanna Leonard Hill
A heartwarming story for the holidays that encourages
kids to write to Santa to let him know if they should be
on the naughty or nice list—and each child receives a
personalized letter from Santa in return!
9781492694748
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$17.99 USD
40 pages • Hardcover
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9781641701594 P
Familius
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$17.99 USD
32 pages • Hardcover

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

With a beautiful narrative by author and poet Carole
Gerber and stunning and intricate art by renowned
Japanese artist Yumi Shimokawara comes one of the
most anticipated Christmas gift books ever published. Gift
of the Animals shares the miraculous offerings the
humble animals in the manger gave to the baby Jesus.

Children's Titles
Don't Shake the PresentBill Cotter

GrumpletsandPests: Zoey and Sassafras #7

Don't miss the newest board book in this
bestselling series.

AsiaCitro,Marion Lindsay

Larry wants your help to figure out what his
present is.
But whatever you do...
9781492691662
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$6.99 USD
22 pages • Board Book

DON'T SHAKE THE PRESENT!
Also available: 9781492691679 $8.99
Board Book

9781943147670
innovation
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$5.99 USD
96 pages • Paperback

Before You Were Born

9780802855336
Eerdman's
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$8.99 USD
14 pages • Board Book

Find the Farter: Can You Find Who Cut the

Cheese?

What child isn’t curious about those first days of life? In
Before You Were Born, Nancy White Carlstrom expertly
portrays the sense of wonder new parents feel and
reveals the many ways a family grows and changes
when a child arrives.

Phyllis F. Hart, Sourcebooks, Mike Laughead

With warm, joyful illustrations, Before You Were Born
tenderly conveys the excitement and love with which
parents welcome children into their lives.

A gas-tronomical new approach to the
look-and-find genre! Readers will delight in searching
for the smelly offender who let it rip in each spread.
9781492685678
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.99 USD
40 pages • Hardcover

What Does It Mean to Be Safe?: A thoughtful
discussion for readers of all ages about drawing
healthy boundaries and making safe choices

Fernando Vilela, Daniel Hahn

Cauã and Inaê are a brother and sister who live in a
small community along the Tapajós River in Brazil. Here,
the homes are on stilts and everyone travels around by
boat—even to school!
When the rainy season comes, they must leave their
village and relocate to higher ground for a while. But
after moving this year, Cauã and Inaê realize they’ve left
behind something important: their pet tortoise, Titi!
The pair sneaks back at night on a journey along the
river to rescue him. Will they be able to save Titi?

Rana DiOrio, Zhen Liu
The world can be a scary place for kids; that’s why
it’s important to empower them with the
knowledge of how to be safe!
9781492680833
Prufrock
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$17.99 USD
40 pages • Hardcover
Picture Book

Crazy Contraptions: Build Rube Goldberg
Machines that Swoop, Spin, Stack, and
Swivel: with Hands-On Engineering Activities

Bots! Robotics Engineering: with Hands-On
Makerspace Activities

Kathy Ceceri, Lena Chandhok

9781619308305
Nomad
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$17.95 USD
128 pages • Trade
Paperback
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New title in series!

Nancy White Carlstrom, Linda Saport

Along the Tapajós

9781542008686
Two Lions
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$17.99 USD
40 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Fiction

Intheseventhbook,ZoeyandSassafrasareexcitedto
enjoy theirsummerwith theirmagicalfriends.But. ..
why is everyonesogrumpy?Abunchofbaddaysone after
theotherleadZoeytosuspectthatsomethingmore is
afoot.It'suptoZoeyand Sassafrastosolvethe
mysterybeforetheyendupwith onebummerofa
summer!

Robots are everywhere! In Bots! Robotics
Engineering with Hands-On Makerspace
Activities, middle schoolers learn about these devices
that vacuum our houses, work in our factories, help us
learn at school, sample rocks from other planets, and
even bring back images from the bottom of the ocean.
In Bots! you can find hands-on STEM activities, coding
challenges that use free online software, essential
questions, and links to online primary resources!

Laura Perdew, Micah Rauch
Take the Rube Goldberg challenge! Toppling dominoes,
rolling marbles, racing balloon cars, springing catapults,
and whizzing zip-lines are all elements used to build Rube
Goldberg machine.
9781619308268
Nomad
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$17.95 USD
128 pages • Trade
Paperback

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Middle schoolers love the wacky machines designed by
Goldberg, which were based on complicated chain
reactions used to accomplish very simple, sometimes
ridiculous, tasks. Young engineers are invited to invent,
design, create, and play as they make their own Rube
Goldberg machines.

Children's Titles
Tornado Slim and the Magic Cowboy Hat

Check Up with the Doctor: Celebrate! Doctors

Bryan Langdo

9781542015431
Two Lions
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
$9.99 USD
32 pages • Paperback

Sophia Day, Megan Johnson, Stephanie Strouse

Tornado Slim is just your regular cowboy…until the day
he meets the coyote. The coyote gives Slim his special
hat and asks him to deliver a letter to the sheriff of Fire
Gulch City.
As Slim travels from town to town, disaster seems to
follow. Pretty soon Slim learns that his new hat is NOT
your average cowboy hat. Will Slim ever make it to Fire
Gulch City? And what did the wily coyote put down in
that letter, anyway? Watercolor illustrations add lively
humor to this original tall tale.

Being measured, poked and prodded at the doctor can
be overwhelming! MVP Kids learn that doctors track our
growth, help us feel better and manage long-term
medical conditions. Walk through a check up with the
doctor to set realistic expectations and help your child
know their doctor is a friend.

9781642552348
MVP
Pub Date: 10/29/2019
$4.99
32 pages • Paperback

Give Up Greed: Short Stories on Becoming

Celebrate! Changing Seasons

Generous & Overcoming Greed

Sophia Day, Megan Johnson, Stephanie Strouse

Sophia Day, Kayla Pearson, Timothy Zowada

9781644408650
MVP
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$9.99 USD
76 pages • Paperback

The change of seasons brings new sights, sounds and
activities to discover! Help our MVP Kids get ready to
explore by choosing the right clothes and accessories for
the weather. Pull on your snow boots, galoshes or
sandals and get ready to Celebrate! Changing Seasons!

How can our MVP Kids turn greed into generosity? Spend
the day with Ezekiel, Miriam and Leo as they learn how
their generosity greatly impacts those around them.
Grow alongside our MVP Kids as you read these short
stories on becoming generous.
9781644408605
MVP
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$7.99 USD
28 pages • Board Book

Young Adult
The Natasha Preston Collection

Bruja Born

Natasha Preston

Zoraida Córdova

The second book in the highly lauded Brooklyn
Brujas series—now in paperback! One way or
another, Death always finds a way to collect…"A
richly Latin American, giddily exciting novel."
―The New York Times

A collection of New York Times bestselling author,
Natasha Preston's most chilling novels: The Cabin,
The Cellar, and You Will Be Mine

9781728210322
Sourceboks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$28.97 USD
Trade Paperback
Young Adult
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9781728209869
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$10.99 USD
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Young Adult
The Call of the Rift: Flight
The Call of the Rift Book 2
Jae Waller

Jae Waller
Now in paperback!

“[A] stunning debut . . . An intricately
lush and well-crafted new fantasy that
deserves (and demands) a sequel.” ―
Kirkus Reviews, starred review of The
Call of the Rift: Flight

A rebellious heroine faces a colonial world coming
unstitched in Jae Waller’s stunning debut fantasy

9781770415096
ECW Press
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$13.95 USD
492 pages • Paperback
Fiction

“Waller’s world-building is impressive… While the magical
and romantic elements of Waller’s story are most likely to
hook teen readers, it’s the commentary on colonized
cultures that really sets this novel apart from other YA
fantasy tales.” — Quill & Quire
Seventeen-year-old Kateiko doesn’t want to be Rin
anymore — not if it means sacrificing lives to protect the
dead.

9781770414570
ECW
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$16.95 USD 400
pages • HC

The Glauerdoom Moor

BeingYou:A Girl's Guide to Mindfulness

David West

CatharineHannay

Doyou everfeelstressed,anxious, oroverwhelmed?
Teengirlsareunderalot ofpressureathome,atschool,
andin aconfusingworld offrenemiesandsocial media.
It canbehardforthem tofigureoutwhatthey really
want andwhothey reallyare. Mindfulnesscanhelp.It's
a simplebutpowerfulwaytocenterthemselvesand
tap intoinnerwisdom and strength.
9781618218834
Prufrock
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$17.95 USD
150 pages • Paperback
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Author Jae Waller returns to her riveting
alternate world of brooding rainforests in a
colonial time and to her headstrong, troubled
heroine in this compelling second volume of
the Call of the Rift quintet.

Inthisbook,she'll readinspiring storiesof youngwomen
whousemindfulnessin thevisual andperformingarts,
creativewriting, sports, andSTEM.

From the epic fantasy world of Super Dungeon
comes the third novel in a riveting new series.

9781944452865
Future House Publishing
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
$16.95 USD
220 pages • Trade
Paperback
Juvenile Fiction

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Sai doesn’t want to be a hero. She wants to steal the
greatest jewel in Crystalia. But when a Royal Warden sets
the perfect trap, Sai is forced to take a job from King
Jasper himself—to rescue his daughter Princess Citrine
from the evil Von Drakk. Escape should be easy for an
accomplished thief, but the Royal Warden refuses to let
her out of his sight until they find the stolen princess.

Adult Miscellaneous
A Grain of Salt: The Science and Pseudoscience

Living in the Moment: The Wisdom of Epiah

9781912666584
Urbane Publications
Pub Date: 10/10/2019
$15.95 USD
192 pages • Hardcover
Self-Help
8 in H | 5 in W

Khan

of What We Eat

Chris Parker

Dr. Joe Schwarcz

Chris Parker began his study of meditation and martial
arts in the 1970s. He has been the custodian of Epiah
Khan’s writing for over 25 years. In this introductory
volume he offers us 250 original sayings to inspire your
every day.

Bestselling popular science author Dr. Joe
Schwarcz debunks the baloney and serves up the
raw facts in this appetizing collection about the
things we eat
9781770414754 ECW
Press
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$17.95 USD
256 pages • Paperback
Health & Fitness

Teaching Empathy: Strategies for Building

A Beginner's Guide to Rag Quilting

Emotional Intelligence in Today's Students

Christine Mann

Suzanna E. Henshon

In A Beginner's Guide to Rag Quilting, longtime quilter and
bestselling author Christine Mann makes it easy to master
the beginning principles of rag quilting with 12 easy starter
projects.
9781641701471
Familius
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$24.99 USD
128 pages • Paperback
Crafts & Hobbies
9.9 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.6

Packed with full-color photographs and tons of creative
inspiration, every detail of the book from the step-by-step
photographed instructions to the lay-flat spiral binding is
designed specifically with the beginning quilter in mind.

Eating has become a confusing experience. Should we
follow a keto diet? Is sugar the next tobacco? Does
fermented cabbage juice cure disease? Are lectins toxic?
Is drinking poppy seed tea risky? What’s with probiotics?
Can packaging contaminate food? Should our nuts be
activated? What is cockroach milk?

9781618219053
Prufrock Press
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$19.95 USD
150 pages • Paperback
Education

As classrooms become more diverse, it is increasingly
important that students learn how to empathize with
others who may come from very different backgrounds.
Teaching Empathy guides teachers as they seek to create
and maintain classrooms in which students are sensitive
to the needs of others. Using relevant research and ideas
for classroom activities, each chapter shows teachers how
to create an environment of empathy and understanding
for 21st-century students. Topics discussed include
cognitive, emotional, and somatic empathy; emotional
intelligence, as well as working with students from a
variety of socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds.

Aviation
An Aviator's Field Guide to Buying an
Airplane: Practical insights for purchasing a

An Aviator's Field Guide to Owning an
Airplane: Practical insights for successful aircraft

Jason Blair

Jason Blair

Readers will learn practical tips on making the decision,
alternatives to buying, choosing the correct plane, cockpit
options, price and negotiations, insurance, getting your
new airplane home and much more.

Readers will learn practical tips on joys and challenges of
aircraft ownership, costs, making the most of aircraft
ownership, insurance, storing and ground travel,
maintenance, documentation, equipment, modifications,
avionics, and selling an aircraft.

personal aircraft

9781619548411
Aviation Supplies
Pub Date: 10/30/2019
$15.95 USD
Trade Paperback
Transportation
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ownership

9781619548459
Aviation Supplies
Pub Date: 10/30/2019
$15.95 USD
Paperback
Transportation

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Fiction
Under the Water

Everything You Are

Paul Pen, Simon Bruni

Kerry Anne King

What does the perfect family have to fear most?
The perfect stranger.

From the bestselling author of Whisper Me This
comes a haunting and lyrical novel about the
promises we make and the forgiveness we need
when we break them.
One tragic twist of fate destroyed Braden Healey’s hands,
his musical career, and his family. Now, unable to play,
adrift in an alcoholic daze, and with only fragmented
memories of his past, Braden wants desperately to
escape the darkness of the last eleven years.

Lake Union
978154204196
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
336 pages • Paperback

When his ex-wife and son are killed in a car accident,
Braden returns home, hoping to forge a relationship with
his troubled seventeen-year-old daughter, Allie.

Amazon Crossing
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
314 pages • Paperback

Letters to a Stranger

Archimimus: The Life and Times of Lukitt

9781912666522
Urbane Publications
Pub Date: 10/10/2019
$14.95 USD 400 pages •
Paperback Fiction

9781503902992
Lake Union
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$14.95 USD
384 pages •
Paperback

Bachmann

Mercedes Pinto Maldonado, Jennie Erikson

Clio Gray

Her family is built on secrets and lies. Can she
confront the truth she’s been running from for
years?

Lukitt Bachman is waiting in his Lanterne de Mortes, a
Tower of the Dead, in the middle of a cemetery. He has
become an assassin and a murderer, learned the terrible
highs and lows of friendships made and lost, and is
awaiting now his last remaining friend to set him free so
he can put right past wrongs.

9781542007306
Lake Union
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$14.95 USD
348 pages • Paperback
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Fifteen years ago, Berta fled from Madrid to London to
escape the controlling mother who made her childhood a
living nightmare. Now, following her mother’s death, she
is forced to return and face the ghosts of her unhappy
past.
But it is not long before she discovers that her own bleak
memories are nothing compared to the dark deception
lurking in her family.

Drowning with Others

I See You

Linda Keir

Mary Burton

They have the perfect marriage. Did one of them
kill to get it?

From New York Times bestselling author Mary
Burton comes a gritty, suspenseful story in the
Criminal Profiler series.

Prep school sweethearts Ian and Andi Copeland are
envied by everyone they know. They have successful
businesses, a beautiful house in St. Louis, and their eldest
daughter, Cassidy, is following in their footsteps by
attending prestigious Glenlake Academy. Then, a
submerged car is dredged from the bottom of a
swimming hole near the campus. So are the remains of a
former writer-in-residence who vanished twenty years
ago—during Ian and Andi’s senior year.
When Cassidy’s journalism class begins investigating the

9781542007603
Montlake
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$12.95 USD
352 pages •
Paperback

FBI special agent Zoe Spencer uses skeletal remains to
recreate the faces of murder victims through sculpture.
Though highly scientific, the process is also sensitive and
intimate; she becomes attached to the individuals she
identifies, desperate to find justice for each.
As Zoe examines old remains, she sees a teenage girl
looking back at her—the victim in a cold case from over a
decade ago. Zoe wants nothing more than to tell this
young woman’s story and to bring her killer to justice.

The First Lady and the Rebel: A Novel

How Fires End by Marco Rafalà

Susan Higginbotham

A dark secret born out of World War II lies at the
heart of a Sicilian American family in this emotional
and sweeping saga of guilt, revenge, and, ultimately,
redemption.

The story of Mary Todd Lincoln and Emily Todd
Helm, two sisters on separate sides of history,
fighting for the country they believe in against the
people they love most
9781492647089
Sourcebooks Landmark
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$15.99 USD
400 pages • Paperback
Fiction

From the outside, Frank and Grace seem to have the
perfect family. He’s a loving husband, she’s a devoted
wife, and together they have two happy children. But
appearances can be deceiving. A strange series of
misfortunes has left them reeling: an unexplained
break-in, a catastrophic handgun accident, and a bizarre
poisoning that’s left Grace feeling especially unnerved.
Packing up their RV for a move across the country, they’re
ready for a fresh start, expecting to leave all their
problems safely behind.

9781542042994
Little A
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
$14.95 USD
400 pages • Paperback

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

After soldiers vacate the Sicilian hillside town of Melilli in the
summer of 1943, the locals celebrate, giving thanks to their
patron saint, Sebastian. Amid the revelry, all it takes is one
fateful moment for the destiny of nine-year-old Salvatore
Vassallo to change forever. When his twin brothers are killed
playing with an unexploded mortar shell, Salvatore’s faith is
destroyed.

Fiction
Raavan: Enemy of Aryavarta (Ram
Chandra)

The Poison Garden
A. J. Banner

Amish Tripathi

9789388754088
Westland
Pub Date:10/22/2019
$14.95 USD
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781542016056
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date:
10/22/2019$15.95
USD
Trade Paperback
Fiction

9781770414976
ECW Press
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$15.95 USD
232 pages • Trade
Paperback
Fiction

9781542092234
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date:
10/10/2019$15.95
320 pages • Trade
Paperback
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A land in tumult, poverty and chaos. Most
people suffer quietly. A few rebel. Some fight
for a better world. Some for themselves. Some
don’t give a damn. Raavan. Fathered by one of
the most illustrious sages of the time. Blessed
by the Gods with talents beyond all. Cursed by
fate to be tested to the extremes.
This exhilarating third book of the Ram
Chandra series sheds light on Ravaan, the king
of Lanka. And the light shines on darkness of
the darkest kind. Is he the greatest villain in
history or just a man in a dark place, all the
time?

A woman’s idyllic life becomes a deceptive hall of
mirrors in a thriller of exquisitely constructed
psychological suspense by A. J. Banner, bestselling
author of The Good Neighbor.
9781542042888
Lake Union
Pub Date:
10/22/2019$14.95
208 pages • Trade
Paperback

Elise Watters seems to have it all—a blissful marriage, a
gorgeous Victorian home surrounded by lush gardens,
and a dream job running her late mother’s herbal
boutique.
But on the eve of her first wedding anniversary, Elise
makes a shocking discovery that turns her life upside
down and casts doubt on everything she thought she
knew—about her marriage, her friends, and even herself.

Death Beside the Seaside

The Royal Baths Murder

T E Kinsey

J. R. Ellis

July 1910. Lady Hardcastle and her tireless sidekick Flo
have finally embarked on a long-overdue seaside break.
But just as they’re wavering between ice creams and
donkey rides, their fellow guests start to go missing—and
the duo find themselves with a hysterical hotel manager
and a case to solve.

A murdered crime writer. An idyllic Yorkshire
town. Can DCI Oldroyd separate fact from fiction?

The first to disappear is Dr Goddard, a scientist doing
something terribly top-secret for the government. Gone
too are his strongbox and its mysterious contents. By the
time Lady Hardcastle has questioned the horde of
international guests, her number-one suspect has been
dispatched in grisly circumstances—and then the others
start vanishing too.

9781542015424
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: 10/24/2019
$15.95 USD
320 pages • Trade
Paperback

A famous writer is found murdered at the Victorian baths
in the Yorkshire town of Harrogate. In a crime worthy of
one of his novels, Damian Penrose, who was appearing at
the town’s crime writing festival, has been ruthlessly
strangled. But with no trace of the murderer and no
apparent means of escape, how did the killer simply
vanish from the scene of the crime?
There’s only one mind capable of unlocking this mystery:
DCI Jim Oldroyd.

Honey: A Novel

Whipped: An Arthur Beauchamp Novel

Brenda Brooks

William Deverell

How far would you go for love?

Now in paperback!

As 24-year-old Nicole Hewett mourns at her father’s
grave, she worries about her mother, badly injured in the
car accident that killed him, and whether they’ll be able to
make ends meet. Then she sees her beloved childhood
friend, Honey, standing beside her old Cadillac. As Honey
approaches, Nicole realizes how numb she’s felt ever since
Honey fled their hometown without explanation six years
earlier. Before long, Nicole’s old fascination with Honey is
reignited, along with a new desire for her wild, charismatic
friend. But the prodigal has returned bearing secrets and
troubles, and when Honey disappears again Nicole must
decide: Is her lover in peril? Or is she...

Montreal journalist Lou Sabatino, under witness protection
after nearly being gunned down by the Mafia, is sucked
into the quirky world of a conniving Russian dominatrix
who has secretly recorded herself putting the whip to the
bare bottom of a high-ranking federal cabinet minister.

9781770415102
ECW Press
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$14.95 USD
396 pages • Trade
Paperback
Fiction

It’s the scoop of the century, but too hot a potato — if Lou
breaks the story, he risks exposing himself to the mercies
of the Mafia. Instead, he shows the video to Green Party
leader Margaret Blake. The video is leaked, and Margaret
is sued by the minister for $50 million.

I Will Make You Pay

The Reluctant Rake

Teresa Driscoll

Jane Ashford

Every Wednesday, like clockwork, the terror
returns.

A duo of sparkling Regency romances from beloved
bestselling author Jane Ashford

It seems like an ordinary Wednesday, until the phone
rings. A mysterious caller with a chilling threat. Journalist
Alice Henderson hangs up, ready to dismiss it as a hoax
against the newspaper. But the next Wednesday, the
stalker makes another move—and it becomes clear that
this is all about Alice.
Someone wants her to suffer, but for what? Her articles
have made her a popular local champion—could it be her
past rather than her work that’s put her life in danger?

9781492697930
Sourcebooks Casablanca
Pub Date: 10/29/2019
$7.99 USD
448 pages • Mass Market

Miss Julia Devere is shocked when she spies her
fiancé in the arms of another woman. She
awakens to the fact that the game of love can
be played by very different rules than her own.
And unless she can beat this new mistress at
her own game, Julia stands to lose all that she
suddenly realizes she wants.

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Religion
Challenging the Spirit of Modernity: A Study of
Groen van Prinsterer's Unbelief and Revolution

Hope Now: Peace, Healing, and Justice When the
Kingdom Comes Near

Harry Van Dyke

Albert L. Reyes

God's word illumines the darkness of society.

Have you run into the wall? Learn how to tear the
wall down so God can work through you to meet
the needs of others.

Dutch politician and historian Groen van Prinsterer's
Unbelief and Revolution is a foundational work addressing
the inherent tension between the church and secular
society. Writing at the onset of modernity in Western
culture, Groen saw with amazing clarity the dire
implications of abandoning God's created order for human
life in society. Groen's work served as an inspiration for
many contemporary theologians, and he had a profound
impact on Abraham Kuyper's famous public theology.

9781683593201
Lexham Press
Pub Date: 10/2/2019
$25.99 USD
432 pages • Trade
Paperback
Religion

9781563093197
Iron Stream Books
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$15.99 USD
192 pages • Trade
Paperback
Religion

Interpreting the New Testament

The Unseen Realm: Recovering the
Supernatural Worldview of the Bible

Francis J. Moloney, Sherri Brown

Michael S. Heiser

9781683592716
Lexham Press
Pub Date: 10/16/2019
$18.99 USD
432 pages • Trade
Paperback
Religion

In The Unseen Realm, Dr. Michael Heiser examines the
ancient context of Scripture, explaining how its
supernatural worldview can help us grow in our
understanding of God. He illuminates intriguing and
amazing passages of the Bible that have been hiding in
plain sight. You'll find yourself engaged in an enthusiastic
pursuit of the truth, resulting in a new appreciation for
God's Word.

w

Why wasn't Eve surprised when the serpent
spoke to her?

A succinct and accessible text for teaching students how
to interpret the New Testament

9780802875198
Eerdmans
Pub Date: 10/3/2019
$25.00 USD
210 pages • Paperback
Religion
9.5 in H | 7.5 in W

The Heart of the Preacher: Preparing Your Soul

Guidebook for Church Innovations

Rick Reed

Patrick Keifert, Wesley Granberg-Michaelson

You can teach the craft, but you must first form
the heart.

9781563092732
Iron Stream Books
Pub Date: 10/7/2019
$4.99 USD
80 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction
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This new textbook effectively introduces students to the
art and craft of biblical interpretation. New Testament
scholars Sherri Brown and Francis Moloney begin by
orienting students to the world of the Bible, exploring
contemporary methods for interpreting the biblical
literature, and showing how the Old Testament is
foundational to the formation of the New Testament.

How Change Comes to Your Church: A

to Proclaim the Word

9781683593485
Lexham Press
Pub Date: 10/9/2019
$13.99 USD
160 pages • Hardcover
Religion
8 in H | 5 in W

Is there a wall between meeting the practical needs of
people and meeting their spiritual needs? Can you only
meet one or the other? In Hope Now, Dr. Albert L. Reyes
tears down any existing walls that separate the joint
biblical calling to meet both the spiritual and practical
needs of people. Learn how these needs are two sides of
the same coin and how both are not only doable but must
be done.

Many preachers want to preach better, but they don't
always know how to go about improving, and most books
on preaching focus on the mechanics of the craft.
But preaching involves more than the steps from a text to
a sermon, because every time a preacher stands up to
preach, their character shines through—for better or for
worse.

Innovative spiritual practices that establish the foundation
for durable, missional change

9780802876249
Eerdmans
Pub Date: 10/10/2019
$16.99 USD
144 pages • Paperback
Religion
8 in H | 5 in W

Many congregations recognize their need to bring about
change in order to become or remain vital, both spiritually
and organizationally. They have a sense of what they
need, and what might keep them from changing. But
they don’t know how to change.
How Change Comes to Your Church draws on the
practical experience, stories, and examples from two
experienced church leaders. Patrick Keifert and Wesley
Granberg-Michaelson have helped scores of congregations

Identity: 31 Verses Every Teenager Should Know

Love: 31 Verses Every Teenager Should Know

Iron Stream Media

Iron Stream Media

Identity, a devo- journal, offers thirty-one verses every
teenager needs to better understand their identity in
Christ and their God-given purpose.

Love, a devo-journal, offers thirty-one verses every
teenager needs to better understand loving God, others,
and remaining free from the world’s love.
9781563092756
Iron Stream Books
Pub Date: 10/7/2019
$4.99 USD
80 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

Religion
Reliion
On Education

Praying the Stations of the Cross: Finding
Hope in a Weary Land

Abraham Kuyper, Melvin Flikkema, Jordan J. Ballor

Margaret Adams Parker, Katherine Sondereggar

Kuyper on the Divine Purpose for Education

An ancient practice strengthens our awareness of God’s
healing presence.

9780802876645
Eerdmans
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
$21.99 USD
128 pages • Hardcover
Religion
9 in H | 6 in W

“Suffering, sorrow, injustice, confusion, and death can
touch any of us, at any time . . . the Stations can offer
consolation and comfort when we are grieving; healing
and restoration when we are parched; inspiration and
guidance when we are searching or lost or simply beset
by the turmoil and temptation, isolation and insecurity
that unsettle all our lives.” —From the introduction

9781577996774
Lexham Press
Pub Date: 10/23/2019
$44.99 USD
352 pages • Hardcover
Praying the Stations of the Cross offers a life-transforming Religion
10 in H | 7 in W
spiritual practice.

The World Turned Upside Down: Finding the

9781683593225
Lexham Press
Pub Date: 10/16/2019
$12.99 USD
120 pages • Trade
Paperback
Religion

Exactly as You Are: The Life and Faith of Mister

Rogers

Michael S. Heiser

Shea Tuttle

The paranormal television series Stranger Things taps into
the mysterious elements that have fueled spiritual
questions for millennia. The otherworldly manifestations in
Hawkins, Indiana offer compelling portrayals of important
spiritual truths--and many of these truths are echoed in
the supernatural worldview of the Bible.

Welcome to the spiritual neighborhood of Fred Rogers

9780802876553
Eerdmans
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$23.99 USD
184 pages • Hardcover
Biography &
Autobiography

Fred Rogers fiercely believed that all people deserve love.
This conviction wasn’t simply sentimental: it came directly
from his Christian faith. God, he insisted, loves us just the
way we are.

Appreciation

Tim Perry

Chanequa Walker-Barnes

God's rottweiler or shepherd of the faithful?

Disrupting the racist and sexist biases in conversations on
reconciliation
Chanequa Walker-Barnes offers a compelling argument
that the Christian racial reconciliation movement is
incapable of responding to modern-day racism. She
demonstrates how reconciliation’s roots in the evangelical,
male-centered Promise Keepers’ movement has resulted
in a patriarchal and largely symbolic effort, focused upon
improving relationships between men from various racialethnic groups.

“I like you as you are
Exactly and precisely
I think you turned out nicely
And I like you as you are.”

The Theology of Benedict XVI: A Protestant

Vision for Racial Reconciliation

GPS October 2019

Included are convocation addresses given at the Free
University, parliamentary speeches, newspaper articles,
and other talks and essays on the topic of education.

Gospel in Stranger Things

I Bring the Voices of My People: A Womanist

9780802877208
Eerdmans
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
$24.99 USD
240 pages • Paperback
Religion
8.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Among Abraham Kuyper's many accomplishments was
his founding of the Free University of Amsterdam, where
he also served as president and professor of theology. This
collection of essays and speeches presents Kuyper's
theology and philosophy of education, and his
understanding of the divine purpose of scholarship for
human culture.

9781683593461
Lexham Press
Pub Date: 10/30/2019
$25.99 USD
272 pages • Hardcover
Religion
8.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

There's no doubt about Benedict XVI's theological legacy.
He's been at the center of every major theological
controversy in the Catholic Church over the last fifty years.
But he remains a polarizing figure, misunderstood by
supporters and opponents alike.
A deeper understanding of Benedict's theology reveals a
man dedicated to the life and faith of the church. In this
collection of essays, prominent Protestant theologians
examine and commend the work of the Pope Emeritus.

RICK BAKER:
METAMORPHOSIS
Volume I: 1950–1989
Volume II: 1990–2019
J. W. Rinzler
Contributors: John Landis, Peter
Jackson, and Dick Smith

US $250.00

10.5 x 13.25

ISBN 9781944903435
360pp each,
Pub date: October 2019 color photos throughout
Two-volume set,
jacketed hardcovers
with slipcase

Performing Arts / Film

J. W. RINZLER, former executive editor at
Lucasfilm Ltd., is the author of the New
York Times bestseller The Making of Star
Wars and London Times bestseller The
Complete Making of Indiana Jones, as
well as the #1 New York Times bestselling
graphic novel, adapted from George
Lucas’s original rough draft, The Star
Wars.

Please send orders to: gps.cs@baker-taylor.com

FROM THE GORY zombies of
Michael Jackson’s Thriller to the
staggeringly lifelike results of Bigfoot
in Harry and the Hendersons to the
groundbreaking effects in An
American Werewolf in London,
Baker’s special effects, makeup, and
prosthetics are some of Hollywood’s
most enduring legacies.
This deluxe, two-volume set is replete
with more than 1,000 four-color images
and original sketches. It covers the
makeup artist’s 40-plus-year journey,
from his early days as a young
“monster maker,” creating body parts in
his parents’ kitchen, to his more than 70
film and television credits—that earned
seven Academy Awards, one Emmy,
and three BAFTAs, among numerous
others.

